You'll feel as if you're on tour. Then again, you are on tour.
One day you may refer to your house as your HOME AWAY FROM HOME.
The living area of the Allegro Bus, with standard seven-foot ceilings, was designed to provide comfort by giving you room to roam. After all, the Allegro Bus offers an unsurpassed level of storage. And with its new Expand-an-Island enhancement in select models, counter space has been increased in the already massive galley. Built-in side tables at the end of the sofa provide a convenient spot to put your drink and store your remote controls. A tile aisle, spanning from the cockpit to galley, cuts down on excess dirt hitting the carpet, and a central vacuum picks up any unwanted mess.
TIFFIN ALLEGRO BUS LIVING AREA

ESPRESSO INTERIOR NATURAL MAPLE CABINETS dESERT SANd
You are the master of all you survey. Well, not really. But when a driver and passenger sit in Ultra leather Flexsteel ® seats, gazing at breathtaking, unobstructed views through the large one-piece windshield, they'll sure feel that way. Also, the dash is newly redesigned, offering a color rear monitor, computer tray that allows for ample leg room while in use, Jensen dash radio with steering wheel remote and optional Sirius satellite radio. In case there's a need for extra seating in the living area, simply unlock and swivel the cockpit seats around and, voila, a perfect spot to enjoy your standard surround sound system, automatic satellite dish, and optional 32" LCd TV.
Deciding who drives has officially become
A CONTEST WORTH WINNING.
Just when you finally get enough room to toss and turn,
YOU SLEEP LIKE A LOG.
This is one bedroom with plenty of space and amenities. In addition to numerous overhead cabinets, there's additional storage in a chest of drawers with built-in laundry hamper. The mirrored, cedar-lined closet comes with an elegant design that adds a more spacious feeling. Overhead reading lights, standard 20" flat screen TV, and an on/off switch for the generator located next to the optional king size bed ensure a comfortable, relaxing experience.
Shown in Oak with Mocha Trim
You're on vacation.
Shouldn't it feel like one?
The Allegro Bus bathroom features a vanity that joins the bedroom and bathroom seamlessly, providing both spaces with added roominess without sacrificing privacy. 
